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A first synthesis – ClimEx and the broader picture: 
new topics and interdisciplinary approaches 
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Specific qualities of ClimEx 

•  High spatial resolution (12km) 

•  High temporal resolution (1-3h) 

•  Many variables archived 

•  Very large sample (50 x 150 years = 7500 years; 1500 years per 
climate period of 30 years) 

•  Expected to capture robust statistics of 
”low probability – high impact events” 

•  Homogeneity facilitates analysis and impact modeling 
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Limitations of large ensembles  
(like ClimEx) 

Emission scenario Model structure 

Natural Variability 
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17 ongoing projects in Quebec 
are using ClimEx data  
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Workshop in Quebec City, May 2018:  
Four themes 
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Supporting interdisciplinary integration in Bavaria and Québec …?   

A reflection on the wider application of ClimEx data 

Project ideas 
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Exploitation of the specific qualities 
of ClimEx 

Integrative element of issues in BY & QC: 

“Rare events of the past and their future analogues in time & space” 

 

•  Example “infrastructure and built environment” 

–  Find events in the future climate that have similar 
characteristics to certain historical events to establish their 
probability of reoccurrence in future climate and to estimate the 
associated costs.  

–  e.g. 1996 Saguenay flood, 1998 Ice Storm, 1999 
Pfingsthochwasser, 2016 flash floods in Bavaria, Quebec 2019 
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Integrative element of issues in BY & QC: 

“Improvement of statistical estimates of rare events” 

 

•  Example “health, agriculture and forestry” 

–  Heat waves health impacts on humans, animals and crops: 
Improved estimates of occurrence/frequency/intensity to better 
manage risk and adapt 

–  explore the probability of recurrence of historical extreme 
events (Montreal 2010, Paris 2003) in the long + medium term  

–  off-season heat waves 
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Integrative element of issues in BY & QC: 

“Compound events and specific sequences” 

 

•  Example “forest fires and forest productivity” 

–  Evaluation of frequency of conditions that trigger forest fires 
(drought, lightning, snow pack, soil moisture) 

–  Damage from ice load; damage to access roads 

–  Late spring and early fall frost impacts on tree phenology and 
physiology 
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Integrative element of issues in BY & QC: 
“Rare events of the past and their future analogues in time & space” 

“Improvement of statistical estimates of rare events” 

“Compound events and specific sequences” 

 

•  Example “renewable energy (transition)” 

–  Safety during combined events: "wind"+"high reservoir level" > waves 

–  Explore natural variability of inflows for multi-annual reservoir 
management 

–  periods at risk for environmental flow management and their 
frequency 

–  Idea of studying an “energy security 
layer” (Dunkelflaute) 
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Summary 

Prospects of using the ClimEx database 

•  Benefit from the specific qualities of this large ensemble 

•  Integrate the advantages of different types of ensembles (ClimEx vs 
CORDEX/CMIP5/CMIP6) 

•  Smart access:  
Interdisciplinary applications and intelligent algorithms 

 

à  Beyond the project, the ClimEx database has garnered 
 widespread attention and interest 
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What’s next…? 

•  Continued exploitation of the large potential of the ClimEx ensemble 
(including innovative AI and machine learning techniques) 

•  Attribution studies of extreme events 

•  Enhancement of the large ensemble to address additional important 
uncertainties (e.g. climate sensitivity) 

•  Flipping coins: Drought and low flow management 

•  Introduction of land management scenarios to support the 
development of adaptation options 

•  Improve methods and tools for risk analysis and management 

•  Open the collaboration to other disciplines and scientific domains 
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